Bankstats (Monetary & Financial Statistics) - Contact Details

A name, telephone number and an e mail address is given below, for data and statistical enquiries.

Press enquiries should be directed to the Bank’s Press Office, telephone 020 7601 4411.

If you cannot find the subject area that you are looking for below, please contact SRDD Editor, 020 7601 5432.

Bankstats data enquiries | Statistical Release Enquiries

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Money &amp; Lending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Monetary financial institutions’ balance sheets, income &amp; expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Further analysis of deposits and lending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Public sector debt and money markets operations etc. (including reserves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Capital issuance: bonds, equities and commercial paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Financial derivatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Interest and exchange rates etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A: Money and Lending

Monetary Aggregates (Notes & Coin, M4) Counterparts, Liquid Assets
Tables A1.1.1 - A3.2, A7.1
Data Enquiries - Alistair Strathern/Kieran Jones 020 7601 5024/020 3461 6504
Analytical Enquiries - Alistair Strathern/Kieran Jones 020 7601 5024/020 3461 6504

Sectoral Analysis of M4 and M4 Lending Divisia
Tables A4.1 - A4.3, A6.1
Data Enquiries - Rajveer Berar/Ross Meader 020 7601 5468/5112
Analytical Enquiries - Rajveer Berar/Ross Meader 020 7601 5468/5112

Lending to Individuals
Tables A5.2 - A5.7
Data Enquiries - Zeeshan Akhtar/Arash Khosravi 020 7601 4263/020 3461 6180
Analytical Enquiries - Zeeshan Akhtar/Arash Khosravi 020 7601 4263/020 3461 6180

Monetary financial institutions loans to non-financial businesses, by size of business
Table A8.1
Data Enquiries – Amy Birdee/Renee Horrell 020 7601 3236/3364
Analytical Enquiries - Amy Birdee/Renee Horrell 020 7601 3236/3364
B. Monetary financial institutions' balance sheets, income and expenditure

Other banks' balance sheet
Tables B1.4 - B1.7
Data Enquiries - Christopher Handler/Ross Meader 020 3461 6665/020 7601 5112
Analytical Enquiries - Christopher Handler/Ross Meader 020 3461 6665/020 7601 5112

Central Bank and MFI consolidated balance sheet
Tables B1.1.1, B2.1 - B2.5
Data Enquiries - Christopher Handler/Ross Meader 020 3461 6665/020 7601 5112
Analytical Enquiries Christopher Handler/Ross Meader 020 3461 6665/020 7601 5112

UK monetary financial institutions' income and expenditure
Table B3.1
Data Enquiries - Fida Hussain 020 7601 3519
Analytical Enquiries - Fida Hussain 020 7601 3519

Annual profit and loss of UK resident monetary financial institutions
Table B3.2
Data Enquiries - Fida Hussain 020 7601 3519
Analytical Enquiries - Fida Hussain 020 7601 3519

C. Further analyses of deposits and lending

Industrial analysis of monetary financial institutions deposits and lending to UK residents
Tables C1.1 - C1.2
Data Enquiries - Amy Birdee/Renee Horrell 020 7601 3236/3364
Analytical Enquiries - Amy Birdee/Renee Horrell 020 7601 3236/3364

Write-offs and other revaluations of loans by monetary financial institutions
Table C2.1
Data Enquiries - Rajveer Berar/Ross Meader 020 7601 5468/5112
Analytical Enquiries - Rajveer Berar/Ross Meader 020 7601 5468/5112

External business of monetary financial institutions operating in the UK and consolidated claims of UK monetary financial institutions
Tables C3.1 - C4.2
Data enquiries - Yash Bhalla 020 3461 6374
Analytical enquiries - John Lowes 020 7601 3067
Channel Islands and Isle of Man Balance Sheet
Table C5.1
Data enquiries - Yash Bhalla 020 3461 6374
Analytical enquiries - John Lowes 020 7601 3067

**D. Public sector debt and money markets operations etc (including reserves)**

Bank of England Open Market Operations, Asset purchase facility:
Tables D2.1.1, D2.2.1, D2.2.2, D2.2.3, D2.2.4, D2.3.1
Data enquiries - SMF_APF_DataEnquiries@bankofengland.co.uk

Gilt Repo and Stock Lending
Table D3.1
Data Enquiries - Patrick Manaton 020 7601 5361
Analytical Enquiries - Christopher Handler 020 3461 6665

UK international reserves
Tables D4.1
Data Enquiries - Jason Murphy 020 7601 3476
Analytical Enquiries - Jason Murphy 020 7601 3476

Bank of England foreign currency assets and liabilities
Tables D5.1
Data Enquiries - Jason Murphy 020 7601 3476
Analytical Enquiries - Jason Murphy 020 7601 3476

**E. Capital issuance: bonds, equities and commercial paper**

Capital issuance by instrument (UK residents, all currencies)
Tables E3.1
Data enquiries – Chetan Bedia 020 7601 4763
Analytical enquiries – Jason Murphy 020 7601 3476

**F. Financial Derivatives**

Financial derivative positions of banks
Table F1.1
Data Enquiries - John Lowes 020 7601 3067
Analytical Enquiries - John Lowes 020 7601 3067
G. Interest and Exchange Rates etc

Wholesale interest rates, yields and exchange rates
Tables G1.1, G1.2
Data Enquiries - Data Reception 020 7601 5360
Analytical Enquiries - Data Reception 020 7601 5360

Quoted household interest rates
Table G1.3
Data enquiries – Hannah Phaup 020 7601 5281
Analytical enquiries - Fenella Maitland-Smith 020 7601 5479

Effective interest rates
Table G1.4, G1.5
Data enquiries - Hannah Phaup 020 7601 5281
Analytical enquiries - Fenella Maitland-Smith 020 7601 5479
Statistical Release Enquiries (Please click here to return to Bankstats data enquiries):

Annual profit and loss of UK resident monetary financial institutions
Data Enquiries - Fida Hussain, 020 7601 3519
Analytical Enquiries - Fida Hussain, 020 7601 3519

Bank of England foreign currency liabilities and assets
Data Enquiries - Jason Murphy, 020 7601 3476
Analytical Enquiries - Jason Murphy, 020 7601 3476

Banks' effective interest rates
Data Enquiries - Hannah Phaup, 020 7601 5281
Analytical Enquiries - Fenella Maitland-Smith, 020 7601 5479

Capital issuance
Data Enquiries – Chetan Bedia, 020 7601 4763
Analytical Enquiries – Jason Murphy, 020 7601 3476

Consolidated external claims and unused commitments of UK-owned monetary financial institutions
Data Enquiries - Yash Bhalla, 020 3461 6374
Analytical Enquiries - John Lowes, 020 7601 3067

CRDs, statistical notices and statistical reporting
Analytical Enquiries - Leslie Lambert, 020 7601 4544

Credit union reporting
Data Enquiries - Mehdi Muqtadir, 020 3461 6728
Analytical Enquiries - Mehdi Muqtadir, 020 3461 6728

External business of monetary financial institutions operating in the UK
Data Enquiries - Yash Bhalla, 020 3461 6374
Analytical Enquiries - John Lowes, 020 7601 3067

Financial derivative positions of banks
Data Enquiries - John Lowes, 020 7601 3067
Analytical Enquiries - John Lowes, 020 7601 3067

Monetary financial institutions' income and expenditure
Data Enquiries - Fida Hussain, 020 7601 3519
Analytical Enquiries - Fida Hussain, 020 7601 3519

Monetary financial institutions' income and expenditure vis-à-vis non-residents
Data Enquiries - Katrina Farrell, 020 3461 6131
Analytical Enquiries - Katrina Farrell, 020 3461 6131

Money and Credit – Part one: Broad money and credit
Enquiries - Rajveer Berar/Ross Meader, 020 7601 5468/5112
Money and Credit – Part two: Lending to individuals
Enquiries - Zeeshan Akhtar/Arash Khosravi, 020 7601 4263/020 3461 6180

Money and Credit – Part three: Lending to businesses
Enquiries - Amy Birdee/Renee Horrell, 020 7601 3236/3364

Mortgage lenders and administrators statistics
Data Enquiries - Sachin Galaiya, 020 3461 6671
Analytical Enquiries - Sachin Galaiya, 020 3461 6671

Narrow money (notes & coin) and reserves balances
Enquiries - Alistair Strathern/Kieran Jones, 020 7601 5024/020 3461 6504

Quoted sterling interest rates for the household sector
Data Enquiries - Hannah Phaup, 020 7601 5281
Analytical Enquiries - Fenella Maitland-Smith, 020 7601 5479

UK reserves, UK public sector foreign currency debt
Data Enquiries - Jason Murphy, 020 7601 3476
Analytical Enquiries Jason Murphy, 020 7601 3476

Wholesale interest rates, yields and exchange rates
Data Enquiries - Data Reception, 020 7601 5360
Analytical Enquiries - Data Reception, 020 7601 5360